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Welcome 
Dear Delegates, 
 

Greetings and salutations to you all. Welcome to SMUNC 2020! I am Julien Brinson, 
your illustrious chair for the First Committee of the General Assembly: Disarmament and 
International Security (DISEC). During my illustrious career with MUN, I have been captain of 
the Stanford Model UN team and served as President of the Society for International Affairs at 
Stanford. At Stanford, I’m currently studying computer science with a concentration in robotics. 
I was born and raised in the metro area of Atlanta, Ga so some people tell me I have a Southern 
accent (I’ll let y’all decide). I watch entirely too much TV. Some of my favorites now are 
Empire, Scandal, How to Get Away with Murder, Atlanta, Once Upon a Time, Suits, The 
Walking Dead, Gotham, Flash, Arrow, Legends of Tomorrow, Luke Cage, Daredevil, Jessica 
Jones, and two shows relevant to our committee, Da Vinci’s Demons and the Borgias. Also, if 
you can’t tell I really love superhero everything—comics, TV shows, and movies. I also watch 
more than my fair share of Anime as well. One Piece is my favorite current show, and Code 
Geass, Hunter X Hunter, Gundam Seed, Death Note, and Attack on Titan are some of my 
all-time favorites. I could keep talking about superheroes, anime and TV all day but I should 
probably tell y’all about the committee.  
 

DISEC deals with disarmament, global challenges and threats to peace that affect the 
international community and seeks out solutions to the challenges in the international security 
regime. The topic will be “Autonomy in Weapons Systems: AI, War Algorithms, and Lethal 
Autonomous Weapons.”  

 
 

Stop the killer robots,  
Julien Brinson  
jbrinson@stanford.edu 
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Background 
“If any major military power pushes ahead with AI weapon development, a global arms race is 
virtually inevitable, and the endpoint of this technological trajectory is obvious: autonomous 
weapons will become the Kalashnikovs of tomorrow. Unlike nuclear weapons, they require no 
costly or hard-to-obtain raw materials, so they will become ubiquitous and cheap for all 
significant military powers to mass-produce.” 
-- AUTONOMOUS WEAPONS: AN OPEN LETTER FROM AI & ROBOTICS RESEARCHERS1 
 
 

Warring parties have long expressed authority and power through algorithms and their 
attendant systems. For decades, algorithms have helped weapons systems--first at sea and 
later on land--to identify and intercept inbound missiles. Today, military systems are increasingly 
capable of navigating novel environments and surveilling faraway populations, as well as 
identifying targets, estimating harm, and launching direct attacks--all with fewer humans at the 
switch. In recent years, commercial and military developments in algorithmically-derived 
autonomy have created diverse benefits for the armed forces in terms of “battlespace 
awareness,” protection, “force application,” and logistics, among other things. Often developed 
initially in commercial or academic contexts, much of the underlying technology is adaptable to 
both military and non-military purposes. Cost of the technology  are dropping, often precipitously 
and once the technology exists, the assumption is usually that it can be utilized by a broad 
range of actors.  

 
Driven in no small part by commercial interests, developers are advancing relevant 

technologies and technical architectures at a rapid pace. The potential for those advancements 
to cross a moral Rubicon is being raised more frequently in international forums and among 
technical communitie, as well as the popular press. Constructed systems that process 
monumental amounts of data to derive “choices” algorithmically as well as learning algorithms to 
achieve more and more human-level performance possess incredible potential to completely 
alter the very nature of warfare. Correctly analyzing future capabilities of technology has proven 
a large challenge for leading scientists and engineers, who have both overestimated (such as 
Artificial Intelligence defeating a human professional player in Go) and underestimated (such as 
truly self-driving cars) timelines for technological milestones.  

 
The use of advanced technologies--to say nothing of the failures, malfunctioning, 

hacking or spoofing of those technologies--in warfare pose incredible challenges for the future. 
The development and use of advanced technologies in relation to war have long generated 
ethical, political, and legal debates. There is nothing new about the general desire and need to 
discern whether the use of an emerging technological capability would comport with or violate 
the law. Today, however, emergent technologies sharpen--and, to a certain extent, recast--that 
enduring endeavor. A key reason is that current technological advances potentially present an 

1 https://futureoflife.org/open-letter-autonomous-weapons/?cn-reloaded=1  
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inflection point at which human human judgment might be “replaced” by algorithmically-derived 
“choices.”  

Artificial Intelligence 
Artificial intelligence is the field of study devoted to making machines intelligent. 

Intelligence measures a system’s ability to determine the best course of action to achieve its 
goals in a wide range of environments. Once largely restricted to beating humans at games of 
increasing complexity including checkers (1994), chess (1997), Jeopardy! (2011), some Atari 
games (2014), Go (2016), and  poker (2017),2 AI systems have also begun to perform tasks 
with many real-world applications, including driving vehicles, image recognition, voice 
recognition, language translation, and medical diagnoses.  

 
Machine learning is one approach to creating intelligent machines. Not all AI systems 

use machine learning. However for many applications, machine learning can be a powerful 
method for achieving intelligent behavior. Learning machines are given a goal to optimize--like 
winning a game of chess--then fine-tune their behavior based on data in order to optimize the 
likelihood of achieving their goal. Essentially, the machine learns from the data. There are many 
subcategories of machine learning:3  

 
Supervised learning is a machine learning technique that makes use of labelled training 
data. For example, image classifiers can learn to recognize images by looking at millions 
of labelled pictures. Over time, these image classifiers can learn to associate subtle 
patterns in images with certain labels, such as “cat” or “bus”.  
 
Unsupervised learning is a machine learning technique that involves learning from 
unlabelled data based on the identification of patterns. This technique can be useful if AI 
researchers do not know what patterns they want to find within data. Based on 
identifying patterns within the structure of the data, the machine can cluster the data into 
discrete categories, even if those categories are not labelled. For example, a learning 
system could analyse financial data and identify different categories of financial 
transactions. This could be a valuable method for finding anomalous and potentially 
fraudulent financial transactions, even if the AI researchers do not know what type of 
financial activity they are seeking to identify. When data shows activity over time, 
patterns within the data can also be used for predictive analysis, such as weather 
forecasting.  
 
Reinforcement learning is a machine learning technique in which an agent learns by 
interacting with its environment. An agent takes an action, observes the effect on its 
environment, and then determines whether that action helped it achieve its goal. This 
was the method used by AlphaZero to play chess, Go, and Shogi. AlphaZero played 
many games against itself and learned over time which moves increased the probability 

2  https://unidir.org/files/publications/pdfs/the-weaponization-of-increasingly-autonomous-technologies-artificial-intelligence-en-700.pdf  
3  Ibid.  
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of winning. Reinforcement learning has also been used to train algorithms to play Atari 
and Nintendo computer games. 

 
Deep learning is a type of machine learning approach that uses deep neural networks. 

Deep neural networks can be used for supervised, unsupervised, or reinforcement learning, and 
similarly, machine learning can be done without using neural networks. Deep neural networks 
have proven to be a powerful tool for learning from large amounts of data, however, and have 
been used to perform varied tasks such as object recognition, natural language processing, and 
language translation.  

 
Neural networks rely on a “connectionist” approach loosely inspired by biological 

neurons. Information flows into an input layer of artificial neurons, which are then connected to 
other artificial neurons through a network. Signals flow through the network to an output layer. 
The network “learns” by adjusting the strength of the connections over time in order to optimize 
the paths through the network to achieve a given output. For example, a neural network used 
for image classification would take as input the pixels of an image, then oupt a label for the 
image, such as “ball” or “lamp.” A “deep” neural network is one that has many layers between 
the input and output layer.  

 
Deep learning requires large amounts of data to train a network. The ImageNet 

database that is used to train image classifiers has over 14 million labelled images divided into 
20,000 categories. When large amounts of data are not available, AI researchers can often train 
neural networks using ”synthetic data” created via computer simulations. For problems that lack 
large amounts of data or the ability to generate synthetic data through simulations, however, 
these methods may not be effective.  It can often take significant amounts of computing power 
and data to train a neural network, but the computer power required to train an algorithm is often 
significantly more than the computer power required to use a trained algorithm.  

 
While many recent gains in AI have come from deep learning--and deep reinforcement 

learning in particular--there are many other approaches to machine learning and AI: 
evolutionary or genetic algorithms; inductive reasoning; computational game theory; Bayesian 
statistics; Fuzzy logic; Hand-coded expert knowledge; Analogical reasoning; and others.  

 
Intelligence--a system’s ability to determine the best course of action to achieve its 

goals-- is related to autonomy-- the freedom a system has in accomplishing its goals. Greater 
autonomy means more freedom, either in the form of undertaking more tasks, with less 
supervision, for longer periods in space and time, or in more complex environments. More 
intelligent systems are capable of deciding the best course of action for more difficult tasks in 
more complex environments. Theoretically, more intelligent systems could be granted more 
autonomy and would be capable of successfully accomplishing their goals, but intelligent 
systems do not spontaneously become more autonomous. Humans choose to give machines 
more autonomy as they become more intelligent.  
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Foundationally, autonomy transforms data from the environment into purposeful plans 
and actions. Regardless of the nature of the human-machine relationship, the degree of 
sophistication of the system or the type of task that is executed, autonomy of a physical system 
is always enabled by the integration of the same three fundamental capabilities--sensing, 
decision making and action:4 

 
Sensing: Sensors collect data from the environment and system computer(s) interpret 
the data.  Sensing software can vary significantly depending on the type of sensory data 
and the end use of the processed data. Many, including computer vision software used 
for target detection, rely on pattern recognition where the software looks for predefined 
patterns in the raw data and compares them to example patterns stored in computer 
memory, either on-board or off-board the system.  Computers identify patterns for image 
or speech recognition in a fundamentally different way from the way humans do. They 
use mathematical methods to find relationships in the sensory data, so when computers 
make eros, they are very different from those that a human would make.  
 
Decision Making: Data collected from the sensors then serves as input for the 
decision-making process, which is assured by the control system. There are for four 
flavors of control systems: reflex-based (simple or model-based) and optimization-based 
control systems (goal-based or utility based). Simple reflex-based systems follow a strict 
set of condition-action rules that explicitly prescribe how the system should react to a 
given sensory input. Model-based reflex-control systems are slightly more complex in 
their design because they include a ‘model of the world’ that mathematically represents 
how the world works, how it evolves independently of the system and how the system’s 
actions affect it. The additional information provided by the model helps the control 
system keep track of its history and parts of the environment it cannot observe with its 
sensors. Model-based control systems also follow a fixed set of rules. 
Optimization-based control systems can govern their own actions by manipulating data 
structures representing the model of the world (including the reactions to the system’s 
actions), a value function that provides information about the desired goal, and a set of 
potential rules that help the system search and plan how to achieve the goal. To make 
decisions, optimization-based systems weigh the consequences of possible actions and 
measure whether and to what extent they will serve the achievement of the goal. 
Randomized algorithms that allow systems to randomly pick a solution to solve a 
problem can help reflex-based systems to escape from infinite loops and save 
optimization-based systems from having to search all possible combinations of actions. 
Since randomized algorithms are non-deterministic, the same systems have the potential 
to generate different behavior under the same input condition. 
 
Action: Decisions made by the control systems are then exerted in the real world through 
computational or physical means, commonly referred to as ‘end-effectors’ (wheels, legs, 
wings, grippers, weapons etc) and ‘actuators’ (electric motors, hydraulic/pneumatic 

4 https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/Mapping-development-autonomy-in-weapon-systems.pdf  
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cylinders, ‘muscles’). Actuators and end-effectors may also possess sensors that provide 
feedback information to the control systems concerning the task execution.  
 
 
AI systems are created by fallible humans and therefore maybe fallible themselves. AI 

and machine learning algorithms can bias. Since machine learning algorithms learn using 
training data to refine their models, limits on the quantity, quality, and nature of this data can 
introduce bias into the functioning of the algorithm (Training Data Bias). The algorithm gives 
different--or inappropriate -- weighting to different elements of the training data and/or ignores 
some aspects of the data, leading, for example, to conclusions that are not supported by the 
data (Algorithmic Focus Bias). The algorithm itself introduces bias in the way it processes data 
which developers often introduce intentionally as a way of counteracting other biases 
(Algorithmic Processing Bias). Environmental feedback can cause an algorithm to function in 
unexpected ways (Emergent Bias). An algorithm is used outside of the context in which it was 
designed to function, possibly causing it to fail or behave unpredictably (Transfer Context Bias). 
A user (human or machine) misinterprets the output of the algorithm, especially where there is a 
mismatch between information provided by the system and the information that the user 
requires to take a particular decision or perform a task (Interpretation Bias).5  

All AI systems in existence today fall under the broad category of “narrow AI”--their 
intelligence is limited to a single task or domain of knowledge (a chess-playing program cannot 
play checkers, Go, etc.). A key technical reason for this limitation is the problem of “catastrophic 
forgetting.” When deep neural networks attempt to learn a new task, they generally “forget” the 
ability to perform the old task. This prevents the machine from continually learning new tasks. A 
related problem is that AI systems generally are unable to transfer skills learned for one task to 
another, related task. While AI researchers are working on this problem, to-date it remains a 
major limitation for AI systems.  

Therefore, despite many AI systems that have achieved superhuman performance in 
their domains, general-purpose learning systems that can acquire knowledge in multiple 
domains remain an elusive goal of AI researchers. There is no reason to believe that advanced 
AI systems would necessarily think like humans or acquire knowledge in the same domains as 
humans, though. For example, a hypothetical future general-purpose learning system could 
achieve superhuman performance in some tasks across multiple domains, but lag behind 
human performance in other areas depending on which tasks were most important to achieving 
its goals. In fact, experience with AI systems to-date shows that they often think in ways that are 
strange and counterintuitive relative to human cognition.  

Superintelligence refers to a hypothetical future AI system that could vastly exceed 
human intelligence in all possible domains. Despite advancements in AI, there appears to be no 
danger of superintelligent AI in the near-term. Whether superintelligence is possible and on 
what timescale is unclear. Surveys of AI researchers suggest that the major of AI researchers 
believe human-level AI is theoretically possible,6 and a number of recent surveys predict 
human-level AI around the 2040s. The aggregate forecast among AI researchers is that 

5 https://www.icrc.org/sites/default/files/document/file_list/autonomy_artificial_intelligence_and_robotics.pdf  
6  Vincent Müller, Nick Bostrom, “Future Progress in Artificial Intelligence: A Survey of Expert Opinion”, 
Future of Humanity Institute, 2014, p. 11 
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human-level AI has a 50% probability of being developed in the next 45 years, but estimates 
vary widely on the timescales at which human-level AI might be achieved, with some believing it 
is possible in the next decade and others believing it unlikely within the next century.7 
Regardless, if human-level AI could be developed, AI researchers have varying views on 
whether superintelligence would follow quickly or slowly afterward.8 Given the tremendous 
uncertainty in what it would take to create more advanced forms of AI, combined with the lack of 
scientific knowledge about how human intelligence works, these predictions should be taken 
with a healthy amount of scepticism.  

Definitional Challenges  
 
Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems (LAWS) -- also known as fully autonomous 

weapons, autonomous weapon systems (AWS), or “killer robots” -- lack a definitional consensus 
and current conceptions range enormously. On one end of the spectrum, an AWS  is an 
automated component of an existing weapon. On the other, it is a platform that is itself capable 
of sensing, learning, and launching resulting attacks. Some focus on whether the system 
navigates with a human on board (“manned”) or without one (“unmanned”). Still others 
emphasize geography, such as whether the weapon is operated by a human remotely or 
proximately. Some hold that the “autonomy” in LAWS/AWS should be reserved only for “critical 
functions” in the conduct-of-hostilities targeting cycle. Still others argue that it is the capability of 
a system, once launched, to sense, think, learn, and act all without further human intervention. 
Regardless of particular definitions, LAWS/AWS framing narrows discourse to weapons, while 
excluding the myriad other functions, however benevolent, that the underlying technologies 
might be capable. Regardless, the capacity for operational independence of current and 
emerging autonomous weapons systems place such technologically advanced military platforms 
in a distinctly separate category from all preceding forms of military equipment. From the arrow 
to the ballistic missile, weapons have been the passive implements and inert tools that human 
agents have directly manipulated in order to inflict violence, damage, and injury. With the advent 
of AWS, the application of force and ensuing military destructiveness may require minimal, if 
any, human decision-making or oversight. While there exist many practical and research 
applications of Artificial Intelligence and robotics, more development and military investments in 
autonomous technologies are increasing at an alarming rate. 

 

7 Katja Grace et al., “When Will AI Exceed Human Performance? Evidence From AI Experts”, 30 May 
2017, https://arxiv.org/pdf/1705.08807.pdf; Katja Grace, “Update on all the AI Predictions”, AI Impacts, 5 
June 2015, https://aiimpacts.org/update-on-all-the-ai-predictions.  
8  Ben Goertzel, “The Hard Takeoff Hypothesis”, The Multiverse According to Ben, 13 January 2011, 
http://multiverseaccordingtoben.blogspot.co.uk/2011/01/hard-takeoff-hypothesis.html; Eliezer Yudkowsky, 
“Hard Takeoff,” LessWrong, 2 December 2008, https://wiki.lesswrong.com/wiki/AI_takeoff; Robin Hanson 
and Eliezer Yudkowsky, “The Hanson-Yudkowsky AI–Foom Debate,” 
http://intelligence.org/files/AIFoomDebate.pdf; Luke Muelhauser and Anna Salamon, “Intelligence 
Explosion: Evidence and Import”, Machine Intelligence Research Institute, 2012, 
http://intelligence.org/files/IE-EI.pdf; Bostrom, Superintelligence, op. cit., pp. 95–101.  
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Technology-centered approach: Systems that exercise control over their own behavior 
(self-governance) and deal with uncertainties in their operation environment(s) are often sorted 
into three major categories: automatic, automated and autonomous systems. ‘Automatic’ 
systems generally respond to sensory input mechanically,  step through predefined procedures, 
and cannot accommodate uncertainties in the operating environment. ‘Automated’ systems can 
respond to uncertainties in the operating environment but still produce a predictable output if the 
set of rules under which it operates is known. Whereas ‘Autonomous’ systems in addition to 
responding to environmental uncertainties, are capable of understanding higher-level intent and 
direction to take appropriate action to bring about a desired outcome, completely independent of 
human oversight and control, although these may still be present.  These distinctions can be 
conceptually useful, but are difficult to measure and apply and are not universally accepted 
within and between the expert communities. Furthermore, increasing levels of autonomy could 
be applied to every weapon system, not to mention adjustable modes of weapons systems.  

 
Human-centered approach: Weapons systems can also be classified into three 

categories from this approach. Systems that require human input at some stage of the task 
execution can be referred to as ‘semi-autonomous’ or ‘human in the loop.’ Systems that can 
operate independently but are under human oversight who can intervene during system 
failure/malfunction are called ‘human-supervised autonomous’ or ‘human on the loop.’ Machines 
that operate completely on their own and where humans are not in a position to intervene are 
usually referred to as ‘fully autonomous’ or ‘human out of the loop.’  

 
Task/Functions approach: This approach examines weapon system autonomy at the 

subsystem/function level. Whereas some functions in weapon systems may be made 
autonomous without presenting significant ethical, legal or strategic risks, like navigation, others 
may be a source of much greater concern, like targeting. Weapon system functions can be 
divided into five generic task areas: mobility, health management, interoperability, battlefield 
intelligence and use of force (see table below) . The latter two categories pose the most 
concern.  
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Military Advantage 
The constructed systems through which war algorithms are effectuated differ 

enormously. So do the nature, forms, and tiers of human control and governance over them. 
Existing constructed systems include, among many others, stationary turrets, missile systems, 
and manned or unmanned aerial, terrestrial, or marine vehicles.  

Unmanned systems generally offer huge  military and other advantages to those using 
them and are part of the broader automization of warfare and of the world in general. 
Unmanned systems offer higher force projection (preserving the lives of one’s own soldiers) and 
force multiplication (allowing fewer personnel to do more). They are capable of enlarging the 
battlefield, penetrating more easily behind enemy lines, and saving on human and financial 
resources. Unmanned systems can stay on station much longer than individuals and withstand 
other impediments such as G-forces. They can enhance the quality of life of soldiers of the user 
party: unmanned systems, especially robots, are increasingly developed to do the so-called 
dirty, dull and dangerous work.  

 
Additionally, robots--and autonomous systems more generally--may in some respects 

serve humanitarian purposes. While the current emergence of unmanned systems may be 
related to the desire on the part of States not to become entangled in the complexities of 
capture, future generations of robots may be able to employ less lethal force, and thus cause 
fewer unnecessary deaths. Technology can offer creative alternatives to lethality, for instance 
by immobilizing or disarming the target. Robots can be programmed to leave a digital trail, which 
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potentially allows better scrutiny of their actions than is often the case with soldiers and could in 
that sense enhance accountability.  
 

Given the increased pace of warfare, humans are taken out of the decision-making loop 
because autonomous systems’ reaction time far exceeds that of human beings, especially if the 
speed of remote-controlled systems is further slowed down through the inevitable time-lag of 
global communications. States also have incentives to fully automate systems to enable them to 
continue with operations even if communication links have been interrupted behind enemy lines. 
Somewhat paradoxically, autonomous systems are not and will not be susceptible to some of 
the human shortcomings that may undermine the protection of life. Typically they do not act out 
of revenge, panic, anger, spite, prejudice or fear. Moreover, unless specifically programmed to 
do so, robots would not cause intentional suffering on civilian populations, for example through 
torture, and robots do not commit sexual violence.  

Legal Challenges  
Under existing International Humanitarian Law (IHL), LAWS would face great, if not 

insurmountable, difficulties in reliably distinguishing between lawful and unlawful targets. 
Although progress is likely in the development of sensory and processing capabilities, 
distinguishing between an active combatant, an injured or surrendering soldier, and a civilian 
requires more than current capabilities. Much more. Humans possess the unique capacity to 
identify with other human beings and are thus equipped to understand the nuances of 
unforeseen behavior in ways machines simply are not.  

 
International humanitarian law requires that military actions follow protocols of 

proportionality and delicate balance expected civilian harm against anticipated military 
advantage. Determinations of proportionality take place not only in developing battle plans, but 
also during actual military operations, when decisions must be made about the continuance or 
cessation of any particular attack. Calculating civilian harm requires determining the status of 
and attack’s impact on all entities and objects surrounding the target. Predicting military 
advantage is even more complicated. Even if a nation is not a signatory to the Geneva 
conventions, non-compliance with the principles of proportionality and distinction is inconsistent 
with customary international law and norms. 
 

The use of LAWS would create the potential for a vacuum of personal legal responsibility 
for the type of civilian harm associated with war crimes or crimes against humanity. Crime 
consists of two elements: a criminal act (the actus reus) and a certain mental state (the mens 
rea). LAWS could commit criminal acts--attacking civilians, killing/wounding surrendering 
combatants, or launching disproportionate attacks--without the requisite mental state required to 
make these wrongful actions crimes. Unless the operator or commander acted with criminal 
intent or at least knowledge of the robot’s criminal act, there would be significant obstacles to 
holding anyone responsible for a fully autonomous weapon’s conduct under international 
criminal law.  
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The decision to deploy a fully autonomous weapon is not equivalent to the decision to 
attack, and at the moment of making a determination to attack, such a weapon would not be out 
of the control of a human being exercising their own judgement, but also unable to exercise 
genuine human judgement itself.  
 

The use of lethal force is only lawful if it meets three cumulative requirements for when 
and how much force may be used: it must be necessary to protect human life, constitute a last 
resort, and be applied in a manner proportionate to the threat.9 Each of these prerequisites 
involves qualitative assessments of specific situations.  
 

Treaty restrictions10 placed on certain weapons stem from the IHL norm that the means 
and methods of warfare are not unlimited, and as such there must be restrictions on the rules 
that determine what weapons are permissible.11 The Martens Clause, as it appears in the 
Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions, mandates that:  

 
In cases not covered by this Protocol or by other international agreements, civilians and 
combatants remain under the protection and authority of the principles of humanity and 
from the dictates of public conscience.12  

 
The obligation not to use weapons that have indiscriminate effects and thus cause 

unnecessary harm to civilians underlies the prohibition of certain weapons,13 and some 
weapons have been banned because they “cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering”14 
to soldiers as well as civilians.15 Other weapons have been restricted for similar reasons.16  

 
Treaties dedicated to specific weapons types exist for cluster munitions, antipersonnel 

mines, blinding lasers, chemical weapons, and biological weapons. Fully autonomous weapons 
have the potential to raise a comparable or even higher level of humanitarian concern and thus 
should be subject to similar supplementary international law.  

 
Armed conflict and IHL often require human judgement, common sense, appreciation of 

the large picture, understanding of the intentions behind people’s actions, and understanding of 
values and anticipation of the direction in which events are unfolding. Decisions over life and 
death in armed conflict may require compassion and intuition. Humans--while fallible--at least 

9 See https://www.hrw.org/report/2015/04/09/mind-gap/lack-accountability-killer-robots  
10 Through the Hague Convention of 1907 and the 1977 Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions. 
11 See https://www.icrc.org/en/document/weapons  
12 Protocol 1, art 1(2). The Martens Clause also appears in the preamble of the Hague Convention of 
1899. Convention (II) with Respect to the Laws and Customs of War on Land and its Annex: Regulations 
concerning the Laws and Customs of War on Land, The Hague, adopted July 29,1899, entered into force 
September 4, 1900, 
13 Mine Ban Treaty (1997); and Convention on Cluster Munitions (2008). 
14 Protocol I additional to the Geneva Conventions, 1977. art. 35 (2); ICRC, Customary Humanitarian Law, 
Rule 70. 
15 Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of 
Bacteriological Methods of Warfare. Geneva, 17 June 1925. 
16 Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons, Protocol III on incendiary weapons. 

 

https://www.hrw.org/report/2015/04/09/mind-gap/lack-accountability-killer-robots
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/weapons
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might possess these qualities, whereas LAWS definitely do not. While LAWS are exceedingly 
effective at dealing with quantitative issues, they have limited abilities to make the qualitative 
assessments that are often called for when dealing with human life. Machine calculations are 
rendered difficult by some of the contradictions often underlying battlefield choices, and a further 
concern relates to the ability of robots to distinguish legal from illegal orders.  

 
In the most straightforward sense, the law has a highly developed set of cases and 

principles that apply to product liability, and we can apply these principles to the treatment of 
AWS as commercial products. As AWSs  approach more sophisticated human-like 
performances, it seems likely that they might be treated as quasi-agents or quasi-persons by 
the law, enjoying only partial rights and duties. A closely related concept is that of diminished 
responsibility, in which agents are considered as being not fully responsible for their own 
actions.  

Non-Legal Dangers  
While the underlying algorithms are developed by programmers and expressed in 

computer code, many algorithms--especially those capable of “self-learning” and whose 
“choices” might be difficult for humans to anticipate or unpack--seem to challenge fundament 
and interrelated concepts that underpin international law pertaining to armed conflict and related 
accountability frameworks. Those concepts include attribution, control, foreseeability, and 
reconstructability.  
 

There are built-in constraints that humans have against going to war or otherwise using 
force which continue to play an important role in safeguarding lives and international security. 
Chief among these are unique human traits such as our aversion to getting killed, losing loved 
ones, or having to kill other people. The physical and psychological distance from the actual use 
of force potentially introduced by autonomous systems can lessen all three concerns and even 
render them unnoticeable to those on the side of the State deploying autonomous weapons. 
Military commanders for example may therefore more readily deploy autonomous weapons than 
real human soldiers. This ease could potentially affect political decisions. Due to the low or 
lowered human costs of armed conflict to States with LAWS in the their arsenals, the national 
public may over time become increasingly disengaged and leave the decision to use force as a 
largely financial or diplomatic question for the State, leading to the “normalization” of armed 
conflict. LAWS may thus lower the threshold for States for going to war or otherwise using lethal 
force, resulting in armed conflict no longer being a measure of last resort.  
 

In addition, LAWS present the ultimate asymmetrical situation, where deadly robots may 
in some cases be pitted against people on foot. LAWS are likely--at least initially--to shift the risk 
of armed conflict to the belligerents and civilians of the opposing side.  
 

LAWS are not impervious to appropriation, as well as hacking and spoofing. States no 
longer hold a monopoly on the use of force. LAWS could be intercepted and used by non-State 
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actors, such as criminal cartels or private individuals, against the State or other non-State 
actors, including civilians. Malfunctions could occur and unlikely erros can still be catastrophic.  
 

Throughout history, States and their militaries have endeavored to monopolize the 
material and technological means through which organized force is deployed. The ambiguous 
status of AWS has led to a lack of control in its development, production, and distribution in 
contrast to historic monopolizing tendency. The rapid technological advancement in the area of 
military AWS has not, paradoxically, been accompanied by attempts to regulate its use or 
distribution. In part this may be due to the fact that civilian research and development underlies 
much of the relevant technology and the production of the actual machinery occurs in civilian 
facilities. Furthermore, civilians are intricately involved in the maintenance and actual use of 
these systems. Thus attempts by the military establishment to monopolize the associated 
technology or capability may be futile.  
 

The heavy involvement of civilian actors in all stages of AWS development, production, 
maintenance, and use may significantly widen the scope of legitimate military objectives. 
Namely, this creates a potentially wide category of dual-use facilities where autonomous and 
remote weapons are being designed, or produced, for both civilian and military functions. 
Civilians operating AWS are likely to lose their immunity from direct attack for the duration of 
their direct participation in hostilities and will thus be susceptible to domestic prosecution.  

 
The deployment of autonomous and remote weapons systems may allow the conduct of 

cyberwarfare to have very concrete and real-world effects. Cyber Warfare is the conduct of 
military operations by virtual means. It consists of nation-states’ using cyberspace to achieve 
essentially the same ends they pursue through the use of conventional military force: achieving 
advantages over a competing nation-state or preventing a competing nation-state from 
achieving advantages over them.17 Currently, cyber warfare exists primarily in “information 
warfare units to develop viruses to attack enemy computer systems and networks, and tactics... 
to protect friendly computer systems and networks.”18 While conduct in cyberspace may have 
significant and pervasive effects in the real world, it is the emergence of AWS that may directly 
incorporate cyberwarfare--and its lower-threshold counterparts cybercrime and 
cyberterrorism--into armed conflict in the physical world. The computer systems underlying AWS 
are especially vulnerable to cyberattacks, which may in turn mean that these weapons systems 
may be hijacked for the purpose of perpetrating a physical attack in the real world. This has 
already been revealed in the 2011 ‘Keylogger’ computer virus infection at Creech Air Base in 
Nevada.19  

 
These cyberspace issues are further compounded by difficulties surrounding 

responsibility for the actions of AWS. First, the control of even a strictly remotely controlled 

17 Susan Bremner, Cyberthreats: The Emerging Fault Lines of the Nation State, Oxford University Press, 
Oxford, 2009, p. 65. 
18 Office of the Secretary of Defense, 110th Congress, Annual Report to Congress: Military Power of the 
People’s Republic of China, 2007, p. 22.  
19 https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2011/oct/09/virus-infects-drone-plane-command  

 

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2011/oct/09/virus-infects-drone-plane-command
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weapons system may constantly be under doubt because of the possibility that its information 
systems have been compromised, which raises questions about whether it will be possible to 
definitively attribute responsibility over such a system to its controller. Second, leaving aside the 
additional difficulties associated with cybercrime and cyberterrorism, unlike the physical world 
where when a country is at war, it knows it is at war and most likely with whom, when it comes 
to cyberwarfare it may be impossible to ascertain who was responsible for the attacks and/or 
why they were launched. The costs of cyber-only attacks have been incredibly high thus far, but 
the potential for real world violence to be unleashed through the anonymity of cyberspace is 
likely to create impunity for potentially grave violations of international humanitarian and human 
rights law.  

 
Some machine learning systems are able to learn through simulation or direct 

experience or a combination of both. Learning can be done ‘offline' where the system learns its 
task by being provided a static dataset. No new data comes into the system. It can then be 
“frozen” after it reaches a particular threshold set by its creators and cannot continue to learn 
while in use. Other systems can continue to learn, through “online” learning, where the data 
inputs constantly change, and thus continue to update its model of the world and its parameters. 
This adaptation continually updates the internal states and representations within the system, as 
well as their decisions, based on external stimuli and probability distribution of those stimuli. 
From a technical standpoint, any system that continues to learn while deployed is constantly 
changing. It is not the same system it was when deployed or verified for deployment.  

Current Situation  
Following the release in 2012 of a report by Human Rights Watch and the International 

Human Rights Clinic at Harvard Law School, the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots was launched 
in April 2013 with an explicit goal of fostering a “pre-emptive ban on fully autonomous weapons.” 
The rationale being that such weapons will, pursuant to this view, never be capable of 
comporting with international humanitarian law and are therefore per se illegal. In July 2015, 
thousands of prominent AI and robotics experts, as well as other scientists, endorsed an “Open 
Letter” on autonomous weapons, arguing that “the key question for humanity today is whether to 
start a global AI arms race or to prevent it from starting.” Those endorsing the letter “believe that 
AI has great potential to benefit humanity in many ways, and that the goal of the field should be 
to so.” But they cautioned, “starting a military AI arms race is a bad idea, and should be 
prevented by a ban on offensive autonomous weapons beyond meaningful human control.”  
 

In 2016, the United Nations Fifth Review Conference of the High Contracting Parties to 
the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) established a Group of Governmental 
Experts (GGE) on Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems (LAWS). The first UN GGE on LAWS 
meeting took place in November 2017, with a mandate to “examine emerging technologies in 
the area of LAWS, in the context of the objectives and purposes of the CCW, and with a view 
toward identification of the rules and principles applicable to such weapon systems.” The United 
Nations convened a Group of Governmental Experts to create a platform in which international 
discussions regarding autonomous weaponry could occur.  
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In June 2018, Google came under fire after thousands of its employees signed a petition 

urging the company to cease involvement in Project Maven--a contract with the Department of 
Defense to develop artificial intelligence for analyzing drone footage which Google employees 
feared could one day facilitate the development or use of LAWS. Facing internal and external 
pressure, Google subsequently announced its decision not to renew its contract for Project 
Maven and vowed not to “design or deploy AI… [for] technologies that cause or are likely to 
cause overall harm.” In July 2018, over 200 organizations and 3,000 individuals (including Elon 
Musk, Google DeepMind’s founders and CEOs of various robotics companies) followed suit, 
pledging to “neither participate in nor support the development, manufacture, trade or use of 
lethal autonomous weapons.”  

 
Currently, States, lawyers, technologists, and other interested parties disagree in key 

respects on what should be addressed. “Lethal autonomous weapons,”  “lethal autonomous 
robots,” “autonomous weapons systems.” More basically there is no consensus on whether to 
include only weapons, or additionally, systems capable of involvement in other armed 
conflict-related functions, such as transporting and guarding detainees, providing medical care, 
and facilitating humanitarian assistance.  

Existing Capabilities20 

Mobility  
 

Air domain: The air domain is the environment where the interest for autonomy has been 
the strongest and consequently where technological progress has been the greatest. Engineers 
have created unmanned air systems—also known as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)—that 
can take off and land autonomously; fly to predetermined destinations using the Global 
Positioning System (GPS) and waypoint navigation; complete emergency landings; and return 
to base upon loss of communication. The only contexts where the development of autonomous 
flight capabilities remain potentially challenging (but not impossible) are in low-lying and 
unknown environments (due to the presence of obstacles) and contested airspace (where the 
use of a GPS guidance system is insufficient or impossible due to jamming). Thus, the 
development of vision-based guidance for UAVs has been the focus of important research in 
recent years. Vision-based guidance systems are image-processing systems that allow the 
systems to build representations of their surroundings and thereby identify obstacles. However, 
at present this technology is usually limited to a ‘visualization’ of geometry meaning that UAVs 
can only detect (and avoid) an obstacle’s geometry. UAVs, for example, do not have the 
functional semantic understanding to distinguish a door from a wall; they would view both 
objects simply as flat planes.  

 

20 This section taken largely from 
https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/Mapping-development-autonomy-in-weapon-systems.pdf  

 

https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/Mapping-development-autonomy-in-weapon-systems.pdf
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Maritime domain: The maritime domain also presents relatively few difficulties for the 
development of autonomous navigation capabilities since it rarely features obstacles. Current 
unmanned surface systems are mainly operated by remote control, although some models are 
capable of navigating and executing preprogrammed manoeuvres autonomously using GPS 
and waypoint navigation sensor-based obstacle avoidance systems. Unmanned underwater 
systems that can navigate autonomously have existed for decades. Some of them can even 
operate for very long periods (several weeks or months at a time). 

 
Land domain: The development of autonomous navigation capabilities in the land 

domain remains a major scientific challenge as far as the development of military systems is 
concerned. Engineers have not yet designed robots or vehicles with sufficient perception and 
decision-making capabilities to respond effectively on the battlefield where environmental 
conditions might be unknown, unstructured, dynamic and potentially adversarial. That is why 
current mobile ground robots developed for the military and security market are nearly all 
remotely operated. 

 

Health management 
Power management: Progress on the development of processes to render systems 

capable of managing their power resources is now fairly advanced. It is possible to develop 
ground, land and air systems that are capable of managing the refuelling or recharging 
procedure entirely—so long as the operational environment permits it.  

 
Fault detection: Internal fault detection and identification is reportedly not a focus area in 

the development of robotics and unmanned vehicles but the technology exists. The state of the 
art for fault detection is exemplified by the NASA (National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration) Deep Space One probe which used model-based detection and recovery to 
detect errors in software execution as well as malfunctions or damage to hardware. 

 
Self-repair: Self-repair requires both the ability to self-modify and the availability of new 

parts or resources to fix broken parts. Most existing physical systems lack these properties. 
Modular robotics is one area of robotics research that is experimenting with such capability. 
Modular robots consist of identical robotic modules that can autonomously and dynamically 
change their aggregate geometric structure to suit different locomotion, manipulation and 
sensing tasks. They can self-repair by detecting the failure of a module, ejecting the bad module 
and replacing it with one of the extra modules. 

 

Interoperability 
Machine-machine teaming/swarming: Machine-machine teaming/swarming has not yet 

reached the point where it could be turned into a marketable application, be it in the civilian or 
the military sector (although it is foreseen for the coming years by experts). However, the 
fundamentals exist; engineers know how to make large groups of robots execute simple tasks 
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(inspection of infrastructures, surveillance of borders etc) collaboratively in the air, under the sea 
or on the ground. The main technical difficulties derive from the nature of the operating 
environment. One practical challenge in that regard is the requirement for a reliable 
communication infrastructure. Swarm operations require a reliable communications backbone, 
which can be difficult to maintain (and expensive to run) in remote or communication-denied 
areas. 
 

Human-machine teaming: The ultimate model of human-machine teaming for many 
military planners would be a situation where operators could describe and give 
directions—before and during operations—using natural language, and where robots or 
autonomous systems could report on their actions or ask for additional input or assistance when 
they met an unexpected situation. This model is not yet achievable with current tech nology. 
Speech-interface technology has developed enormously in recent years (notably thanks to the 
standardization of voice-commanded digital assistants in smart phones), but it still falls short of 
what would be expected for a peer-to-peer human-machine communication. State-of-the-art 
speech interfaces are steadily improving at speech recognition (recognizing words being said) 
but they still have major difficulties with understanding speech (recognizing what is being 
discussed). For now, they can only handle simple queries and the fault rate remains fairly high. 
The technology is yet to reach the point where systems can (a) comprehend complex spoken 
phrases, and (b) maintain an understanding of what is being discussed at an abstract level. 
These are two fundamental requirements for effective communication with humans. 

Battlefield intelligence 
Existing military systems are not yet capable of collecting and processing intelligence 

information independently. Surveillance UAVs have no ability to analyse information on-board; 
all the data that is captured must be monitored and analysed by human analysts 
off-board.There is great interest within the military for developing systems capable of 
pre-process intelligence information—that is, the identification of situations of interest such as 
suspect human behaviour and the communication of that information to human analysts for 
disambiguation. Arguably, state-of-the-art computer vision algorithms are sufficiently 
sophisticated to achieve this.  
 

Another development in autonomy worth noting (although it does not take place 
on-board weapon systems) is the use of big data analytics for pattern recognition in intelligence 
data. One recent illustration of this capability is the alleged use of machine-learning algorithms 
by the USA to search the Global System for Mobile (GSM) communication metadata of 55 
million mobile phone users in Pakistan. The algorithm was trained to track down couriers 
carrying messages between Al-Qaeda members. 

 

Use of force 
As previously discussed there are a number of existing weapon systems that, once 

deployed, can detect, select, track and engage targets without human intervention. The 
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capabilities of automated target recognition software in terms of perception and decision making 
are rather limited. They can only recognize large and well-defined objects (like tanks or enemy 
radars), and require favourable weather conditions and uncluttered environments. Their 
decision-making process is also highly constrained and they can only fire upon target types that 
have been predetermined.  
 

The capabilities of existing weapon systems are not, however, representative of what is 
possible in the field of pattern recognition, in particular, for image identification and 
classification. The field of computer vision and pattern recognition has made substantial strides 
in recent years notably due to the improvement of machine- learning techniques. It is possible to 
develop systems that show human-competitive results in terms of face and object recognition. In 
some cases such systems may even outperform humans (e.g. for facial recognition). However, 
it should be noted that these systems currently perform better in the cloud than in the physical 
world.Robotic systems need to be capable of continuous perception, which is a level of 
performance significantly beyond pattern recognition in images or video from the Internet. The 
robotics industry has only just begun to exploit the potential of the latest advances in machine 
learning to improve the perception capabilities of robots. Moreover, machine learning requires 
access to huge volumes of data, which poses the problem of data availability. 

The development of neural network vision technology, which uses processes similar to 
those of the human brain, may provide further advances in this field. However, it is debatable 
whether this technology is capable of powering a next-generation target recognition system at 
this stage, although a number of ongoing research and development projects are pursuing that 
objective. 
 

 Although computer vision technology has made great progress in biometrics and object 
recognition, it still struggles to infer abstract meaning from images, video footage or real-life 
situations. Cutting-edge computer vision systems can recognize some simple human actions 
such as walking, running and hand waving, but they are unable to determine the intentions 
behind these actions (e.g. why a person might be running). Making computers capable of 
understanding complex actions and goal-oriented activity remains a fundamental research 
problem. In other words, it remains challenging using the currently available technology to 
develop autonomous target recognition systems able to detect human enemy targets based on 
the behaviour or actions of those targets.  
 

Deployed “Autonomous” Weapons 
 
Due to the secrecy shrouding military technology, it is difficult to ascertain precisely the 

current cutting-edge capability of military robotics. Furthermore, even if it were possible to 
capture their contemporary capacity, the rapidity with which these technologies develop would 
quickly render this picture obsolete. While there are no deployed LAWS comparable to the most 
sensationalist depictions of science fiction, below is a small sampling of currently deployed 
weapon systems with varying degrees of autonomy:  
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1. The US Phalanx system for Aegis-class cruisers automatically detects, tracks 
and engages anti-air warfare threats such as anti-ship missiles and aircraft.21  

2. The US Counter Rocket, Artillery and Mortar (C-RAM) system can automatically 
destroy incoming artillery, rockets and mortar rounds. 22 

3. Israel’s Harpy is a “Fire-and-Forget” autonomous weapon system designed to 
detect, attack and destroy radar emitters. 23 

4. The United Kingdom Taranis jet-propelled combat drone prototype can 
autonomously search, identify and locate enemies but can only engage with a 
target when authorized by mission command. It can also defend itself against 
enemy aircraft.24  

5. The Northrop Grumman X-47B is a fighter-size drone prototype commissioned by 
the US Navy to demonstrate autonomous launch and landing capability on 
aircraft carriers and navigate autonomously.25  

6. The Samsung Techwin surveillance and security guard robots, deployed in the 
demilitarized zone between North and South Korea, detect targets through 
infrared sensors. They are currently operated by humans but have an “automatic 
mode.”26 

Sample Working Definitions of LAWS/AWS  
 
Government of the Netherlands:  
Autonomous Weapon System: “A weapon that, without human intervention, selects and 
engages targets matching certain predefined criteria, following a human decision to deploy the 
weapon on the understanding that an attack, once launched, cannot be stopped by human 
intervention.” 
 
Government of France:  
“Lethal autonomous weapons are fully autonomous systems. [...] LAWS should be understood 
as implying a total absence of human supervision, meaning there is absolutely no link 
(communication or control) with the military chain of command. [...] The delivery platform of a 
LAWS would be capable of moving, adapting to its land, marine or aerial environments and 
targeting and firing a lethal effector (bullet, missile, bomb, etc.) without any kind of human 
intervention or validation. [...] LAWS would most likely possess self-learning capabilities.” 
 
International Committee of the Red Cross: 
Autonomous Weapon System: “Any weapon system with autonomy in its critical functions. That 
is, a weapon system that can select (i.e. search for or detect, identify, track, select) and attack 
(i.e. use force against, neutralize, damage or destroy) targets without human intervention.” 

21 https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a557876.pdf  
22 https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a557876.pdf  
23 https://www.iai.co.il/p/harpy  
24 https://www.baesystems.com/en/product/taranis  
25 https://www.northropgrumman.com/what-we-do/air/x-47b-ucas/  
26 https://www.lawfareblog.com/foreign-policy-essay-south-korean-sentry%E2%80%94-killer-robot-prevent-war  
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Government of Switzerland:  
Autonomous Weapon Systems: “Weapons systems that are capable of carrying out tasks 
governed by IHL in partial or full replacement of a human in the use of force, notably in the 
targeting cycle.” 
 
Government of the United Kingdom:  
“An autonomous system is capable of understanding higher-level intent and direction. From this 
understanding and its perception of its environment, such a system is able to take appropriate 
action to bring about a desired state. It is capable of deciding a course of action, from a number 
of alternatives, without depending on human oversight and control, although these may still be 
present. Although the overall activity of an autonomous unmanned aircraft will be predictable, 
individual actions may not be.” 
 
Government of the United States:  
“A weapon system that, once activated, can select and engage targets without further 
intervention by a human operator. This includes human-supervised autonomous weapon 
systems that are designed to allow human operators to override operation of the weapon 
system, but can select and engage targets without further human input after activation.” 

Key Questions 
1. Can the designers and/or manufacturers of LAWS be held responsible for the wrongful 

actions of a fully autonomous weapon? 
2. What state responsibilities arise out of acts or omissions involving LAWS or war 

algorithms  where those acts or omissions constitute a breach of a rule of international 
law?  

3. Fundamentally, who, or what should decide matters of life and death in relation to war?  
4. What role can autonomous weapons systems (and autonomous functions within 

weapons systems) fulfill in the context of military action now and in the future?  
5. Are there different considerations between offensive and defensive LAWS?  
6. Can current International Humanitarian Law adequately apply to LAWS?  
7. How do we close the gap of criminal and accountability for fully autonomous weapons?  
8. Are there situations where LAWS could comply with international humanitarian law?  
9. How can we ensure that tomorrow’s technological progress and capabilities don’t ‘slip 

past’ today’s “state of the art”  definitions?  
10. How should we consider autonomous systems in “non-combat” roles (supply convoys)? 

Should they be capable of self-defense?  
11. What are the ramifications of having a definition too broad? Too narrow?  
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Country Positions 
Human Rights Watch compiled a list of country positions on LAWS: 
https://www.hrw.org/report/2020/08/10/stopping-killer-robots/country-positions-banning-fully-aut
onomous-weapons-and  
The lovely folks at Harvard also compiled country positions in the appendix of their report: 
http://blogs.harvard.edu/pilac/files/2016/09/War-Algorithm-Accountability-Appendices-Only-Sear
chable-August-2016.pdf  

● Report website found here: https://pilac.law.harvard.edu/aws  

Other Sources 
http://blogs.harvard.edu/pilac/files/2016/09/War-Algorithm-Accountability-August-2016-compres
sed.pdf  
https://www.sciencealert.com/chilling-drone-video-shows-a-disturbing-vision-of-an-ai-controlled-f
uture  
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HrCouncil/Regularsession/session23/A-HRC-23-4
7_en.pdf  
https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/assets/files/review/2012/irrc-886-liu.pdf  
https://www.icrac.net/statements/  
https://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=&httpsredir=1&article=1001&con
text=phil_fac  
https://www.hrw.org/report/2016/12/09/making-case/dangers-killer-robots-and-need-preemptive-
ban#_ftn106  
https://www.hrw.org/report/2018/08/21/heed-call/moral-and-legal-imperative-ban-killer-robots#_f
tn68  
https://www.lawfareblog.com/lethal-autonomous-weapons-systems-recent-developments  
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3255104  
https://www.unog.ch/80256EE600585943/(httpPages)/8FA3C2562A60FF81C1257CE600393D
F6?OpenDocument  
https://meetings.unoda.org/section/ccw-gge-2019-documents/  
https://www.stopkillerrobots.org/learn/  
https://www.lawfareblog.com/lethal-autonomous-weapons-systems-first-and-second-un-gge-me
etings  
https://jsis.washington.edu/news/autonomous-weaponry-are-killer-robots-in-our-future/  
https://www.vox.com/2019/6/21/18691459/killer-robots-lethal-autonomous-weapons-ai-war  
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